
Feature Benefit

Dolby Atmos and DTS:X for Immersive Sound Experience
Supporting both of the latest audio formats, Dolby Atmos and DTS:X, the SC-HTB600 Soundbar delivers an immersive experience with room filing sound 
and detailed directional effects. 

4K, HDR10 and Dolby Vision Passthrough
Combining all the latest technology, the Soundbar allows for HDR video signals from a Blue-ray player or games console to pass freely through the 
Soundbar to the TV, without sacrificing image quality.

360W Power Output (Main Unit 2 x 80W, and SubWoofer 200W)
Exceptional home theatre Soundbar that delivers a powerful, rich sound from all directions so you can enjoy an optimum cinematic experience from the 
comfort of your own home.

eARC Support Enhanced Audio Return Channel is supported to ensure uncompressed, high bit-rate audio formats can move between your TV and the SC-HTB600.

Panasonic Music Streaming App and Bluetooth Compatibility
Stream your favourite music wirelessly from your smartphone, tablet or other devices through Bluetooth connection. Create playlists, or drag-and-drop to 
change the order of songs playing.

7 Degree Speaker Tilt
When standing alone, the Soundbar units are angled 7-degrees upwards, projecting the sound towards the viewer’s ears ultimately enhancing the overall 
effect of the premium features.

Wall-Mountable
Alternatively, if you choose to mount your Soundbar to the wall, the sound direction automatically corrects itself when detecting the angle of placement, 
ensuring you always receive an unrivalled listening experience.

External Wireless Subwoofer and Powerful Bass 
Place the Soundbar anywhere in the viewing environment and enjoy the benefits of a clear, powerful base, thanks to an expertly designed aerodynamic-
shaped port which refines airflow and minimises vibrations.

Standard/ Music/ Cinema/ Voice/ News MODE
Experience the best across all ranges with our clear-mode dialogue technology which enhances the clarity of speech in the sound mix, bringing to you an 
exclusive high-quality cinematic audio.

Universal Design to Match your TV Specifically designed to match your TV with a sleek finish and minimal design, the HTB600 blends seamlessly into any home setting.

Panasonic SC-HTB600EBK Home Theatre Soundbar with Bluetooth and Dolby Atmos

Immerse yourself in an optimum cinematic experience with the new Panasonic SC-HTB600EBK 
Soundbar with Bluetooth and wireless subwoofer. Featuring the latest Dolby Atmos and DTS:X 
technology to ensure exceptional audio quality with every use, the SC-HTB600EBK will transform your 
home into the ultimate viewing experience.

To Be Referred To As: HTB600Complete Product Code: SC-HTB600EBK Variations N/A


